
CURRENT PRELIMINARY STRATEGIES  

 

While this is all still new and fresh we have tried to brainstorm some initial ideas and anticipate 

some answers to questions below: 

 

Creates no obligation for you to  

 Inform residents of this CDC Order 

  Inform residents of the Declaration  

 Provide the Declaration to the resident  

 

Partial Payments:  

 Residents have obligation to make best efforts to provide partial payments 

 Landlord has no obligation to accept partial payments 

If resident signed Declaration, then no reason to not accept partial payments 

 If reason to not accept is waiver of eviction risk 

  CDC Order good defense  

  Best practice create Non-Waiver Form  

  

If resident tenders the Declaration, or is likely tendering a Declaration, give Checklist of 

available government assistance for them to consider if true sworn Declaration that they have 

used best efforts to obtain all  

Don’t provide Checklist of programs prior to resident tendering signed Declaration so as 

to not quicken the process  

Residents are not required to fill out this checklist  

 

If resident has provided a signed Declaration, the Order prohibits any action that causes removal 

which would halt pending evictions too  

 

Beyond Court Actions:  

 No Notice to Vacate from Landlord after having received the Declaration 

Voluntary Agreement to Vacate: (maybe to avoid accumulating back rent) 

  Cannot require signature or force to vacate   

  If a resident voluntarily agrees to vacate, OK  

 

It is the resident’s obligation to provide the landlord with the signed Declaration. If the resident 

has not provided a Declaration, it is not the Landlord’s responsibility to ask for it before 

proceeding. The property itself has absolutely nothing to do until you receive a properly 

executed Declaration. If no Declaration is provided by the resident, you can proceed for non-

payment of rent, late fees, penalties, or interest for non-payment.  

 

Nothing explicitly prohibiting filing a lawsuit to get a Judgment for money owed by resident and 

legally enforcing that money Judgment however allowed in your state, which may include 

garnishing wages.  

 
 
 
 


